knowledge of our own requirements, 2) knowledge of the technology's limitations, and 3) close cooperation with industry to insure our service specific requirements are met.
The expected data rate for these applications is not specified.
HOW WELL DO THE FRONT RUNNERS MEET THE REQUIREMENTS?
All three systems do well with respect to redundancy and robustness. Iridium secure handsets will be produced. These Condor telephones will be used to provide C 2 OTM to augment the existing single channel satellite systems currently in use to provide command and control.
With industry, the military has engineered the Condor telephones to not only be able to complete calls to other secure telephones, but into the Army tactical communications system, and to other secure telephones worldwide in either the DISN or public telephone network. .21
Use of Globalstar, a rival big LEO system expects will cost thirty cents per minute -a ninety percent reduction in cost per minute from the Iridium price. Furthermore, the cost for an Iridium telephone is $2500 and Globalstar will charge $1000. The monthly service charge for Iridium telephones, fifty dollars, would be nearly twice that of Globalstar as well. The difference in cost is explained by the techniques Globalstar used to for repeating its signal and the technology it uses for its communications spectrum. 62 One of the reasons that the Globalstar system had lower initial capital costs is that because of its bent pipe transponder technology, it will use local telephone gateways and systems rather than bypassing those systems to go to proprietary entry gateways as Iridium plans. Because of this, Globalstar's capital costs were defrayed by over $300 million dollars by support from foreign service providers who would be reimbursed many times over from charging terrestrial toll costs from their gateways. 63 One cost estimate showed use of forty Iridium telephones for three hours a day for a year would cost nearly eight million dollars compared to a Globalstar telephone, which would cost about eight hundred thousand dollars! Neither cost is trivial, so military operations and maintenance (O&M) budgets will have to be sufficient to support the costs associated with whatever system the military acquires and uses. monetary, and performance costs for using systems.
For a commercial system to merit military investment, it must remain commercially viable. No matter how many qualities that the military desires that a specific system may have, the system must still be successful commercially in its own right. A fairly recent research report shows substantial dissatisfaction among current satellite users who aren't contemplating increasing satellite services and have serious 70 reservations about satellite reliability. However, current expectations for deploying systems are that there is sufficient demand for them. One industry executive predicts that between the year 2 000 and 2 003 that the Big LEO and up to three regional GEO systems will have over 12 million subscribers. 71 .., Other issues that may surface include shortages of launch vehicles and sites, and the previously discussed higher vulnerability of LEOs to space junk.
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MILITARY UNIQUE PROBLEMS WITH COMMERCIAL SATELLITES
Business success for commercial systems should be good news, however, if a contingency arises, the military must be able to obtain a surge in bandwidth from appropriate commercial carriers. If the U.S.
military fails to reserve bandwidth in advance with a commercial provider and that provider is oversubscribed in a mission area, then military access to enough capacity will be a major issue. In addition, as the number of subscribers in a given region increases, the quality of a commercial SATCOM service would^likely decrease. Call completion rates and perhaps circuit quality will decrease with more users and could make assured system access impossible. Warfighters will find it hard to accept busy signals when they are in a time-sensitive, highpressure situation. may be best. Efforts should also be made to lease virtual segments of appropriate systems and to pre-coordinate landing rights corresponding to the systems we will use in anticipated world hot spots.
The military obviously does not have unlimited funds. This reality will force DoD to look hard at tradeoffs for cost efficiencies. One other way to mitigate satellite costs is to insure that less expensive terrestrial means are internetworked with commercial SATCOM systems when possible, as soon as possible.
Technically, the military must watch to ensure some concepts perform as well in the atmosphere as they did on the blackboard, from questions such as whether jitter degrades LEO transmissions, to whether switchboards-in-the-sky are reliable and viable, and finally, whether
ISLs live up to their expected performance. We do not yet have ubiquitous 10 Gbps trunks for long haul communications on any system, nor do all systems optimize frequency spectrum or transmission protocols. More work must be done by all of the satellite communications industry to achieve multiparty videoconferencing and the C 2 OTM communications rates they provide still fall short of 155 Mbps.
Although some solutions will come from increased commercial SATCOM system capacities, other economies will result from further compaction of different media transmissions techniques such as those for telemedicine or video. geolocating the using party (and their unit) for whoever operates that gateway.
